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AUTHOR’S NOTE 
 
These stories are really important to me. They got me through           
an otherwise really hard time. An octopus had just defeated          
me in a game of chance disguised as a puzzle contest. I was             
ashamed. My daughter disowned me. That, six months later it          
was widely reported that the octopus had cheated, did little          
by way of repairing my reputation. Whenever I tried to text           
my daughter she replied, simply, with the octopus emoji, a          
crucial taunt that cut deeply into my soul. I once thought           
octopi were agents of good, childlike creatures sent from the          
heavens to amuse with playful antics. And while this was          
once, perhaps, true, they had been corrupted. So I spent the           
better part of a year trying to figure out why or, more            
accurately, who was responsible for this drastic collective        
change in their nature. I nearly went mad. At the end of my             
searching I found my fingers, shaky appendages connected to         
a nervous system fraught and whittled to a shoddy flute in the            
mouth of a deranged child skulking below the bay window of           
a perfect American family. The perfect American family were         
all looking at their phones. They were playing a game called           
“OctoLord,” wherein an eight-limbed protagonist had to fight        
a villain who had a block for a head. The block was a baby’s              
toy, a cube, hovering above the villain’s neck stump, glowing          
and upon its six faces a rotation of A, B and C, and 1, 2 and 3                 
shone brightly. The youngest member of the perfect American         
family was a sitcom dog named Ellmore. Ellmore was the first           
to defeat the villain and he did so by removing the villain’s            
shirt and writing “4D” on his chest. I looked into my bedroom            
mirror, naked, and saw the same markings upon my own skin.           
I tried to spit on my hand and remove the “4D” but it had been               
written in blue permanent marker.  
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EARTHWORM 
 
There was an earthworm inside the front right pocket of my           
loose tooth’s overcoat who wanted to spontaneously breed, so         
the earthworm sang a song to the sun in hopes that the god             
inside the sun would put a baby earthworm in its belly and            
the baby earthworm would spring forth from its left eyeball. I           
pulled out the loose tooth and made a loose tooth sandwich           
that I fed to my pet panda bear, and I sold all of its clothing to                
a pair of old underwear in the trunk of a used car because I              
didn’t know anything about the earthworm and especially the         
earthworm baby that the god inside the sun put inside the           
earthworm’s belly. The old underwear was just old        
underwear and didn’t need the overcoat where the        
earthworm lived because it was spring so he threw it into a            
puddle. In the puddle, the earthworm crawled out of the          
overcoat’s front right pocket and gave birth to the baby from           
its left eyeball. The earthworm left his left eyeball in the           
puddle and chased after the baby, who had stolen a Ferrari           
and was coming to kill me because I had pulled out my loose             
tooth which the baby felt was the one true earthworm shrine.           
When the baby earthworm crashed the Ferrari through my         
living room wall I was giving my pet panda bear a bath. I told              
the baby that he didn’t need to kill me because we could just             
cut open my pet panda bear’s stomach and pull out the tooth            
and he could make a shrine out of it. I told him it was no big                
deal because he was already in the bathroom and his blood           
would be contained to the bathtub and not stain the carpet. So            
I cut open the panda bear and handed the baby earthworm           
the loose tooth. The baby earthworm reunited with the         
earthworm who birthed it from its eye socket and they built           

the earthworm shrine out of the tooth together.  
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THE SPECTACULAR DEMISE OF SOMETHING 
ALL-TOGETHER UNSPECTACULAR 

 
A giraffe named Vape King took off his shirt which had a blue             
swastika on it. At each end of the swastika was a picture of the              
giraffe's face. Because the shirt was yellow and the swastika          
was blue and because Vape King's face looked comical         
superimposed on the ends of the four lines that make a           
swastika, the shirt wasn't offensive. Vape King took the shirt          
to the city hall so the mayor could wear it. Vape King was sure              
that when people watched the Mayor's Livestream™ they        
would realize there was nothing in the world to be afraid of or             
to hate. It was mandatory that people watched the Mayor's          
Livestream™ for at least twelve hours every day. If people          
didn't have their eyes glued to at least one screen          
broadcasting the Livestream for the minimum amount of time         
then small bombs that the government implanted in their         
heads would blow their brains out. The giraffes and all other           
non-human animals were exempt from this law and didn't         
have to watch the Mayor's Livestream™ at all if they didn't           
want to. Most of the animals, like Vape King, learned how to            
read because they had so much free time ever since the           
people forced to watch the Mayor's Livestream™ became so         
busy doing that that they stopped putting them in zoos. Once           
they learned to read, they read about vaping and how it was            
so much cooler and healthier than smoking. So they all started           
vaping. And when all the animals started vaping, they gave          
themselves vape-inspired nicknames like Master Vapes,      
PrimeVape, Vapey McVaperson, Mr. Puffadoodle Esquire,      
Cloudzzz, and, of course, Vape King. When Vape King went to           
the mayor's office inside city hall with the swastika shirt, he           
was laughed right out of the building. Later on, Vape King           

hung the shirt on a cross and burnt it.  
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SOVEREIGN CITIZEN MOVEMENT 
 
Frank and Jared met for cookies inside the butthole of a giant            
ox to discuss matters of great importance. All of the papers           
(which were just drawings of oxen buttholes) that Frank had          
promised Jared would get him out of the prison were laid out            
in front of them. Frank told Jared to point at the oxen butthole             
which best represented his childhood because that was the         
one he would present to Tanya as evidence. Tanya would look           
at the oxen butthole drawing and know that Jared had had too            
bad of a childhood to be in prison for any crime a human is              
capable of committing. Frank fed Jared cookies as he stared at           
the buttholes. Jared ate so many cookies inside the butthole of           
the giant ox that he went blind from diabetes and couldn’t           
pick out a drawing. Frank had to choose one instead and he            
had a funny feeling that Tanya would see through their plan           
and deny the motion to let Jared out of prison. When they            
crawled out of the giant ox’s butthole, they decided to          
formulate a new plan which was centered around the position          
that Jared was actually President Jared of a country called          
Jared and that the country was wherever Jared chose to exist.           
Only Jared could govern Jared in the country of Jared and if            
Jared chose to do bad things in this country then that was his             
business even if his business was committing horrible crimes         
against children. The children should have known better.        
They should have started their own countries so that they          
could have been Presidents too. The President Children would         
only have themselves to blame, and when Tanya heard this          
she began to laugh and never stopped. Jared was sad until he            
thought about the time Stephen punched him in the face and           
he decided to live the rest of his life inside of that moment.             
The sound of Stephen’s fist on Jared’s face drowned out          

Tanya’s laughter.  
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EVENTUALLY 
 
I wanted to kiss a chimpanzee in a totally platonic fashion           
because I knew that the look on the chimp’s face would           
eventually evolve into an emotion I had never seen anyone          
experience yet. My wife had a telescope surgically inserted         
into her belly button so that the food she ate could stargaze. I             
told her that the food she ate didn’t have any capacity for            
emotional resonance and the surgery was a humongous waste         
of time and money. The food in your stomach is not capable of             
looking at a star and feeling wonder. She told me that I should             
stop trying to bribe chimpanzee handlers to let me kiss their           
chimps. She had a point, but one day I did meet a chimpanzee             
handler who accepted a bribe so I wrote the words “joke’s on            
u, i wanna divorce” on a fish filet sandwich wrapper and           
inserted it into the end of the telescope which I had           
previously just cracked open with an icepick in a fit of rage.            
The chimpanzee I would be kissing was named Uxi. The          
handler told me to kiss her on the wrist or hand because if I              
tried to kiss her anywhere on the face she might become           
frightened and attack. I said I would take my chances and I            
gave Uxi a 100% platonic kiss on the cheek. Uxi was just about             
to have an emotion that I had never seen before when she            
decided to rip both my eyeballs out of my skull. She made an             
eyeball sandwich and sold it to my ex-wife. My wife ate the            
sandwich at a telescope repair shop. When the eyeball         
sandwich was fully digested, the repair job on her         
surgically-inserted belly button telescope was complete and       
the telescope repair man asked for money. But she didn’t have           
any money because she had spent it all on the original           
surgery. He let her go without paying because he had a           
terminal disease, and she pointed the telescope at the night          

sky so I could look at the stars above.  
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AN UNCONNECTED LINE 
 
Nothing was alive in the house that kept every holiday          
decoration from every holiday up all year long. Jeff needed to           
shave a daughter's worth off his body if he ever wanted to get             
off the chair to remove the holiday decorations. He was glued           
down to the chair by hundreds of pizzas and beers. It was too             
often he forgot he was The Boy Who Ate the Magic Moth. He             
forgot he had the moth's powers inside him. The moth could           
shed a daughter's worth of weight and make room for a son            
quite easily. It could also generate winning lottery numbers         
by licking zip codes until the correct numbers revealed         
themselves. He could lick the five digits of a zip code away in             
his mind using the powers of the moth, but he couldn't travel            
to any new zip codes stuck in the chair. It had been so long              
since he had last used the powers that he wasn't very good at             
harnessing them. He was only able to lose an extra large           
french fries worth of weight, but it was enough to pry off            
several dozen slices of pepperoni from his right hand so he           
could grab a pen and notepad. He set off writing the great            
American novel which was a book called Pig Button Racism,          
and when he was done, he whistled for a bird to come take the              
manuscript to a literary agent. The book was destined to be a            
bestseller, but by the time the people at the publishing house           
decided on a book cover (they decided on an illustration of a            
pig spotted black and white like a cow), Jeff had again become            
The Boy Who Ate the Magic Moth, and he’d shaved off seven            
daughters’ worth of weight which is the equivalent of three          
sons. He took down all the holiday decorations, every         
Valentine’s heart, every St. Patrick’s shamrock, every Easter        
bunny, every patriotic thing for the patriotic holidays, every         
pumpkin, turkey, twinkling light and tree, and he felt life anew           

in every molecule of the house.  
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE TORTELLINI  
 
The evolution of the tortellini took a long time. It took seventy            
billion years for them to grow mouths and another         
six-hundred billion years for them to grow consciousness and         
feel the collective memories of the brave tortellinis that had          
come before them. A tortellini named Greg grew angry, as red           
as the reddest marinara sauce, when he thought about his          
ancestors being boiled alive and eaten by humans. It wasn’t          
until the great War for Tortellini Rights in the Year B50-X2z,           
that the tortellinis finally earned their place in society, as a           
people and as a pasta. When Greg’s great-grandson Mop Butt          
turned eleven he started to pen the first great history of the            
tortellini, who of course preferred to be called [SOUND THAT          
DOESN’T TRANSLATE TO HUMAN EARS/LANGUAGE], of their       
native tongue. Mop Butt called his book Tort Kampf in the           
English translation, which did not sit well with humans at all           
who no longer got satire and sarcasm at that point. Even the            
rigatoni, who had earned their independence years earlier        
(and subsequently migrated to Ganymede, the largest moon of         
Jupiter), condemned the title when it was released. Little did          
Mop Butt know, he had set off a devious chain of events. In the              
Year D302-A21a, the last living tortellini was killed off. Well          
after his death, the Tort Kampf text had grown in popularity           
and its meaning had mutated under the weight of time. The           
tortellinis attempted to purge the earth of humans, believing         
that was the point of Mop Butt’s history. When the last living            
tortellini was boiled alive and eaten with homemade sauce by          
a lady named Swan, not a single human alive considered why,           
in all this time, had they not evolved. Swan swallowed the           
tortellini and kneeled to pray in front of a portrait of           
[DOESN’T TRANSLATE], the high priestess, Queen of the        

Angel Hair.  
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SHALUKA 
 
Shaluka sold shrimp-flavored watermelon cubes to homeless       
veterans of the War for Tortellini Rights. She didn’t charge          
them money and instead merely asked for a rotting tooth in           
return. Her rotting tooth necklace was spectacular and full. Of          
the shrimp-flavored watermelon cubes saleswomen in her       
neighborhood, she had the fullest rotting tooth necklace. She         
mentored many would-be saleswomen in her spare time and         
the best way to teach them was to tie their legs to the head of               
the statue of Shaluka's mother, the original shrimp-flavored        
watermelon cube saleswoman, also named Shaluka. Shaluka       
the First did not believe in charity, however (no one did, as            
this was well before the War) and she only sold the cubes for             
profit, mostly to perverted old men who asked to see her           
privates as part of the exchange. No one knew this about her.            
Everyone just assumed she was a great watermelon cube         
saleswoman on respectable merits. She was murdered by one         
of the old perverts who only wanted to see her privates and            
didn't care about buying cubes. Her daughter honored her         
memory by cutting off the left ring finger of any pupil who            
pulled the head of the statue off its body. The point of the             
exercise was to show restraint. This was many years ago. The           
head of Shaluka's mother was poorly affixed. A vast majority          
of the current crop of shrimp-flavored watermelon cube        
saleswomen have never been married. I wouldn’t necessarily        
call them spinsters. That’s not a word we really use in these            
times, to be honest. My mom wasn’t trying to stop people           
from being moms. She was the best Shaluka she knew how to            
be even if that meant her mothering skills were rotten to the            

core. That was part of the bag and it was a mixed bag, indeed.  
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THE THUMBS GUY 
 
The man who wanted to graft extra thumbs, regardless if they           
were functional or not, to various and highly specific areas of           
the body (directly below the curvature of each tricep muscle,          
underneath each nipple so that the thumbnail would protrude         
directly into and expand /enlarge the nipple tip, etc.) was not           
my father. Of course, he would prefer the thumbs be          
functional, be opposable as thumbs are wont to do, born to be.            
But he realized science was imperfect and doubly so when it           
comes to actualizing the visions of a maniac. Not that he saw            
himself as maniacal. He could see himself as so in the eyes of             
people he conversed with, and when he spoke to me, this man            
who was not my father let me know as much. It’s not hard to              
see this reflected back. It looks like pure sadness colliding          
with a strange, unearned confidence. To his credit, he never          
acknowledged the rumors directly, and did his best to conceal          
any truth or lack thereof whenever the topic arose,         
tangentially as it were, most of the time. The one time we            
were forced to reckon with it head on, when my maternal           
Uncle Billy had a bit too much to drink and glued our heads             
together with the question on the back deck of my mother’s           
boyfriend’s condo, he quickly distracted me with his ankle         
thumb. He dipped his foot into the cooler and grabbed a beer            
with it. The damn thing could squeeze. “Why do you think he            
comes around here so much,” Uncle Billy muttered again, to          
himself this time as he shuffled back inside. The man who           
wanted to graft extra thumbs to his various body parts had           
done just that, and he flicked me the cold beer. I snapped the             
cap off and smiled. He was probably somebody’s dad. I          
wouldn’t mind if he was mine. I was really glad that science            
had improved so that the thumbs worked. They looked really          

fucking stupid before.  
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LIGHTNING AND I 
 
After the girl was struck by lightning she took to dotting every            
“i” with a little bolt. It was an homage to the moment that             
changed her life. Sometimes her “i” looked like a miniature          
uppercase “T” if she was in a hurry and didn’t leave enough            
room between the two marks. But she couldn’t worry about          
things like that. Her life’s work became the complete         
abolishment of all lightning bolts, a thankless endeavor,        
thought many onlookers, wellwishers and immediate family       
members. “You can not control the weather,” the collective         
told her or otherwise snidely thought. She also thought all          
Christians weren’t ticklish. So imagine her dismay when her         
husband Todd, a devout follower, burst out laughing when the          
feather from her quill pen accidentally touched his thigh. (She          
had been using the quill to make more delicate lightning bolts           
and took it everywhere she went.) Dumbfounded and        
severely ticked off by the sound of Todd’s joyous giggles, the           
girl didn’t know what to believe. She started questioning her          
very existence and, naturally, her life’s work. Her primary         
day-to-day consisted mainly of letter-writing campaigns      
aimed at weather institutes, both independently owned and        
state-sanctioned. She sought support for her plan to get the          
United States military to use its highest grade weapon         
systems against storms. She saw an end to all overseas wars           
as the “cherry on top” kicker, an unintended but wholly          
welcome byproduct of this amazing plan, as the boys in blue           
would be needed here, in full force, armed and ready with all            
our resources. “Imagine,” she told Todd, “you look outside         
your window and instead of dark clouds you see an amazing           
fireworks display of violence, finally being used for good.”         
Todd smiled and nodded, making sure to keep his distance          

lest he touch that quill’s feather again.  
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HOW I MET YOUR MOTHER, MY WIFE 
 
Louis never touched crabs. After he witnessed one chomp off          
his mother’s ring finger on his seventh birthday, at a special           
beach party in his honor, he swore off eating them, looking at            
them, thinking about them, you name it. He had been arrested           
several times over the years for punching crabs out of the           
hands of innocent diners whom he had happened to be          
walking by as they attempted to enjoy some soft shell, king or            
other variety. It didn’t matter to Louis. If it was crab, he was             
going to swat it away. Typically when he did this, he shouted,            
“that’s for mother!” as the confused patron looked on in          
horror. Once, he proceeded to stomp on it until it was a goopy             
red mash on the hardwood floor of the restaurant; he kept the            
stained sneakers for a long time and often remarked that they           
were his favorite pair because of this fact. One day he told me             
he was going to burn down our local Red Lobster. “Do you            
hate lobsters?” I asked him. He told me that he didn’t,           
necessarily, but that the chain was likely the biggest peddler          
of crab in our vicinity. That being St. Joseph, Missouri, he was            
likely correct. So this is how he convinced me to commit arson            
with him, and unlike the previous arrests, the police and court           
system weren’t so happy to acknowledge the childhood        
trauma as reason enough to go light on him, and,          
unfortunately, also me, though they took some pity on me,          
mostly for being so stupid to go along with it in the first place.              
They were right to feel that way. When I got out of prison,             
Louis was still in, and I reconnected with his mother who had            
long since disowned him. She was ready to talk about it now.            
And wouldn’t you believe it, we were a perfect match. She’s           
my wife now. Of course, she doesn’t have a ring finger so we             
got a bigger ring for the wedding that fit on her middle finger             

instead.  
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NOW THAT’S FUNNY! 
 
If you could never stop being funny, if you were funny, for            
doing so would mean instant death (trust me, we have the           
technology) what would you do? The technology involves        
inserting a microchip into your brain; don’t worry about it, it’s           
real. I’m not insinuating whether you are or are not funny,           
merely that if the latter were true you would need to never            
cease being so from now until your natural death. I realize           
this is vague and it would be a huge gamble on your part to go               
through with the procedure. No, under any circumstances we         
cannot tell you whether or not you are funny. If you aren’t            
funny and you have the microchip inserted, you have nothing          
to worry about. Nothing will ever happen to you. Well,          
nothing except what is meant to happen to you, what you do            
to yourself. Yes, this is a highly controversial program. But,          
humor is at an all-time low worldwide; drastic times and such.           
Why do we need humor at all? Now that’s funny! You don’t            
seriously expect me to answer that. Listen, Mr.– Sure, I’ll call           
you Greg. I would rather call you funny after we go through            
with this, and I’d like it very much to be the case, for you to               
make me laugh and also for you not to die instantly. Haha?            
Well, that’s fair. I am almost certainly not funny. You don’t get            
this kind of job, this far up the ladder, telling jokes and            
cracking wise. I do sometimes wish I were different, yes. But,           
Greg, we’re running short on time here. I need an answer. Of            
course. Not only is the procedure free but it also comes with a             
year’s supply of free Chick-fil-A®. No, I don’t think         
Chick-fil-A® being an official branch of the government now         
is a conflict of interest. We just thought it was a nice perk for              
citizens willing to go through with the procedure. Jesus Christ.          
You try to do something nice, something good, and it’s damn           

near impossible. Janet? Bring in the next guy.  
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OH SHIT, THE ELEPHANTS ARE DOING 
BLACK TRUNK AGAIN… 

 
If this story had a subtitle it would be: “And so the Professor             
of Elephant Black Trunk Studies was prompted to deliver a          
seminar about it, only his last three remaining pupils had          
become roadkill ages ago (he still showed their flattened         
corpses the PowerPoint presentation anyway and he did so         
on the screen of a drive-in movie; the road leading to the            
drive-in movie lot is where the three pupils had become          
roadkill).” The professor began his sermon/seminar lecture       
with the following remarks: “Sure, it's unfortunate that due to          
budget cuts my last three pupils who became roadkill are still           
lying out there in the road. I thought about shoveling them up            
and giving them a proper burial but time is money and           
whatnot. Yes, I thought sticking little flags into their mushy          
remains was a decent enough tribute. It would, at the very           
least, make it easier for cars to avoid continuously running          
them over again and again. I mean, honestly, at this point           
they're more mush than they are humans. Anyway, let me          
begin here in earnest. Where was I? Why did the elephants           
doing black trunk decide to build to-scale replicas of the Eiffel           
Tower? This is a delicious question and strikes at the heart of            
our research.” The professor was so delighted with himself         
that he decided to start a religion centered around the          
to-scale replicas of the Eiffel Tower that the elephants doing          
black trunk had erected. He built a small city around the           
replicas and housed each of the elephants doing black trunk in           
elaborate temple palaces. The city grew and grew and kept          
growing. The religion had over a million followers when the          
ghosts of the three pupils who had become roadkill decided to           
come and haunt the new city. They found the professor and           

gave him a nice big spooky scare.   
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THE AGE OF HUMAN ROADKILL 
 
Gary, Rachel and Slim decided to go see a movie on a whim.             
Gary wanted to go see the movie at the mall where movies            
were shown painted on the chests of the world’s fastest          
sprinters and you watched it like one of those flipbooks. You           
just picked a spot inside the mall and waited for the sprinters            
to start running by you. Rachel and Slim didn’t want to do this             
because the movies at that mall were always silent and          
incomplete. Gary couldn’t argue the second point, as it was          
impossible to keep up with every single sprinter, but he          
argued the sounds of their sneakers squeaking against the         
floor of the mall constituted a soundtrack. They agreed to          
disagree. Rachel wanted them to go find a portapotty and          
watch a movie that she had pirated called The Age of Human            
Roadkill on her phone as they all took turns going to the            
bathroom (if they needed to go to the bathroom). Slim said,           
“it’s possible none of us will have to go to the bathroom            
during the movie; how long is it?” Rachel told them it was            
seventeen hours long and they all got a good chuckle. While           
ultimately agreeing it was a terrific idea in theory, Slim and           
Gary decided they couldn’t do it on ethical grounds, as they           
were staunch believers that people should have to pay for art.           
“What if we watched the Kevin Bacon and Evan Rachel Wood           
1997 vehicle Digging to China in the portapotty instead?” Gary          
said. “Kevin Bacon plays a man with developmental        
disabilities in that movie and I find it highly offensive,” Rachel           
said. “Although, Evan Rachel Wood, in her very first film role,           
is tremendous in it.” They all clapped for the 1997 child actor            
version of Evan Rachel Wood. With their options for going to           
see a movie on a whim dwindling, Slim suggested the local           
drive-in movie theater. “But we don’t have a car,” said Gary.           

“That’s OK,” Slim answered. “We can just walk there.”  
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MILO HYDE 
 
Whenever I feel like getting down on myself, I think about my            
uncle, Milo Hyde. He is the CEO of a company that sells            
discount dish detergent and other digital, household products        
to all the widowed child brides in the cloud, among other           
nefarious gaming adjacent things. The widows weren’t real of         
course (A.I.), but their keepers, the broken men for which they           
served as avatars, appreciated this business greatly. A recent         
patch in the game allowed for third parties to sell products or            
services, and it produced a veritable cottage industry and my          
uncle’s tech company Visteeg was at the forefront of this. The           
maker of the game, which was called Porktown (I never          
figured out why), was an anonymous figure who, nonetheless,         
was rumored to have been in cahoots with Uncle Milo seeing           
as how fast he had his company ready to go. Perhaps they            
were lovers, or the same person. I struggled with both of           
those presumed realities, though I figured one of them had to           
be true. The game was viewed by most as a sickness, or those             
who played it as sick. I only ever met one guy who admitted to              
playing it and he was so off that it ruined me for a whole              
week. I asked him why he wanted to live virtually as a widow             
and I only got a weird smile in return. I couldn’t stomach            
thinking of the child bride angle on top of it. How old were             
these digital girls? Milo, to his credit, never questioned the          
perversion built into this racket. He only ever recited free          
market research and capitalist talking points. So stoically he         
spoke of this, he seemed as if a monk reciting incantations. I            
never understood a word, but thinking about the sound of his           
voice brings me calm to this day. The user base of the game             
was apparently over 99% male. He named the line of in-game           
purchasable cleaning products after my dad, Samuel. God rest         

his soul.  
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TOXIC GHOST 
 
The disenchanted senator told me to put my backpack down          
and take a seat. I pulled out my tape recorder, attempting to            
gauge one way or the other how this might go. “Your high            
school band,” I began. “There were always a lot of questions           
about how you chose the name. What I was wonder–” I was            
cut off by the boom of a palm slapping a large wooden desk in              
disgust. Good wood, strong wood. She began to doodle on a           
notepad with her non-dominant, non-slappy hand; her gaze        
fixed on what felt like my mouth. She gestured me to come            
closer and I had to stand up and walk a few feet to see the               
doodle. “What does this look like to you?” It looked like a            
grandma inside an astronaut suit, honestly. But I didn’t know          
if I wanted to say that. “I’m honestly not sure,” I said. “I have              
visions,” she told me. “This was a vision. I saw this every night             
for the better part of a decade before, during and after the            
band. It was an accompanying vision that told me to run for            
office. Do you know what that was?” I nodded no. She doodled            
again. It appeared the astronaut grandma was holding a         
cooked turkey with bunny ears now. I nodded no again, but it            
was a no that really said, “help me.” She could sense my            
unease and moved around her desk to the side table where I            
had set up my tape recorder. She stopped the tape. She           
pushed me back down into the chair and began humping my           
leg but, somehow, it wasn’t sexual. I felt disorientated. The          
room began to spin. I’m not sure how much time passed but            
when I came to the senator was holding me by the scruff of             
my neck like a puppy in front of a mirror. I was the doodle, the               
size of the doodle: small, chaotic, the negative space a          
translucent blur in this reality. I was holding a platter as well,            
but it wasn’t a turkey wearing bunny ears. Instead, it was a            
miniature me, sleeping sound. 
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MY FATHER, HE OF MANY FORMS 
 
My father said he never ate watermelon, shrimp-flavored or         
in cube form or right from the rind. Just didn’t touch the stuff.             
He said it made his shapeshifting a nightmare. Something         
about watermelon juice co-mingling with the magic cells in         
his body that allowed him to change into a wild turkey or a             
doorknob or 90% of the moon, or anything you could imagine.           
It was the late 2080s then and he was still fronting the            
slimecore band CARNAL TRUTHERS. He agreed to let me do          
lead vocals on their sixteenth record, Dingy Widow. I saw it as            
my opportunity to prove to him my worth as a son. When he             
was playing music he almost always presented as a flock of           
geese. It was in this form that he felt he created the best             
music. Most people didn’t like the sound of a whole flock of            
geese squawking their heads off but Dad didn’t mind         
performing in front of an empty room. The bass player, a frail            
old man who preferred to be called milk blade, was getting           
sick of the tiny paychecks, though, and that’s where I came in.            
My voice was as sweet as a Georgia peach and doubly ripe.            
When it’s your time, it’s your time and you just know. Will you             
shine? I thanked Dad for the opportunity and started to do my            
vocal warmups at the Pasadena recording studio he always         
rented. I didn’t expect him to shapeshift. I thought this would           
be a real father-son bonding experience. But even before I got           
done with my first “la, la, la,” there he was swinging from my             
mic stand. “A howler monkey?” I said. “Seriously, Dad?” Dingy          
Widow turned out to be another disaster. Whoever says it’s a           
cult classic just because my father learned the exact mating          
call of the critically endangered northern brown howler of         
Brazil and proceeded to do a pitch-perfect rendition in the          

background over the course of the ten tracks is a total idiot.  
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WHY THE ELEPHANTS DID BLACK TRUNK 
IN THE FIRST PLACE 

 
They weren’t sentient, at least that’s what everyone was         
taught in school. So the question as to why these android           
elephants started to paint their trunks black will forever be          
the big question. Most assumed it had to do with some hidden            
bit of code written into their program. My daddy wrote the           
code. My brother Milo and I grew up in the shadow of daddy             
of course. It was hard not to. The man who built the first fully              
automated artificial intelligence zoo? He was a hero. But he          
wasn’t our hero. When I published my novel How is Your           
Sparrow? I was able to escape for a spell. But in doing so, I              
isolated Milo. I was the creative one. He had no choice but to             
enter the world of commerce and tech. I never realized how           
hot this resentment boiled. You never assume you will be          
murdered by your own brother, end up as a ghost screaming           
wildly at his wedding, which he’ll turn into a spectacle by           
making it a joint ceremony that incorporates the christening         
of your infant son whom he has assumed custody of in the            
wake of your death at his hands and the death of his mother in              
childbirth three months prior. We were not religious, Judy         
and I. We named our son Yasuke after the first African           
samurai in Japanese History. Milo, however, was an        
unrepentant racist and promptly changed his name to Luke. It          
was Milo who wrote that highly offensive script in the code           
that made the A.I. elephants paint their trunks black. Looking          
on, horrified, trapped in my new ghostly state, I felt so           
helpless. Most people didn’t even know about the little         
swastikas that the elephants carved into the metal of the          
to-scale replicas of the Eiffel Tower. It was all because of Milo,            
my racist, murderous twin. It took me a long time to get good             

at being a ghost.  
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EVAN WOOD NÉE SLIM 
 
Having survived the walk to the drive-in movie theater, Slim          
thought it was a good time to fake his own death. He was sad              
his friends Gary and Rachel had died from getting hit by that            
car but he knew that if he found someone roughly his age and             
size, he could just run him over with a car and then throw his              
body on the road next to his dead pals. First things first, he             
had to steal a car. Stealing cars was easy ever since President            
Tonsillitis made stealing cars legal. He stole a self-driving         
Toyoga Padma sedan from an old lady who was quilting in the            
back passenger seat as the car went 3MPH on backroads          
behind the drive-in. He didn’t need to steal the quilt as well            
but it was so beautiful that he couldn’t help himself. He           
stitched a pair of pants out of the quilt before looking for            
someone to murder with the car. He tried to override the car’s            
A.I. but he wasn’t good at technology and stuff. He was           
surprised he was able to convince the car to do it just by             
sweet-talkin’ it. “You’re a good-looking driverless car, man.        
What’s your name?” The car’s name was Brian, and so on and            
so forth. They ran over a guy named Jack who was kicking a             
soccer ball a little too close to the road. Brian drove Slim to             
the bodies of Gary and Rachel and he tossed the body of Jack             
next to them: three little ducks in a row, three bloody dead            
ducks. Slim decided he would change his name to Evan Wood           
as an homage to both the actress and his friend Rachel, whom            
he had always secretly been in love with. Brian drove him the            
rest of the way to the drive-in and they decided to part ways.             
It was a little awkward when Brian said he would always love            
him. Evan Wood decided to commit suicide by inhaling the          
exhaust of all the cars parked watching the movies, most of           
which were empty; he didn’t know driverless cars were such          

cinephiles. He didn’t care for film.  
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BEYOND ANY SEMBLANCE OF “GOOD TASTE” 
 
The boy who loved to sew custom logos onto the foreheads of            
girls he had a crush on finally woke up. Not only were his             
logos trash (just blobless forms with a jagged shape         
protruding) but it proved to be a horrible way to get their            
attention and harder still to earn their affection. Also, the cops           
were really out to get him because drugging and effectively          
maiming people was against several laws. The boy would         
argue this in court when the day came, but no judge or jury             
had any interest in his definition of what constituted “barely          
visible scar tissue.” One of the victims, Maryanne, did not          
immediately remove her patch; she wore it as a badge of price            
and feigned a kind of Stockholm syndrome. Unbeknownst to         
the boy, this act of mutual admiration playing out on the talk            
shows and local news was just that, an act, a rouse set up by              
the cops to lure the suspect out from the shadows. And it            
worked. The boy discovered that Maryanne, a fellow student         
at the University of Arkansas-Pine Bluff, was a sister with          
Delta. He snuck into the next party and found her drinking           
diet soda from a red plastic cup. To keep your wits, the            
detective on the case instructed. We’re not here to bust up any            
underage drinking, just text if you’re approached by anyone         
suspicious. Maryanne had removed the logo. She couldn’t take         
it any longer, and it was agreed that their ploy in the public             
eye was either going to work or it wouldn’t. The boy’s           
nervousness turned to a jittery rage and he approached her in           
a huff, demanding why she removed her special logo. She          
excused herself and the cops were inside within a minute. At           
his arraignment, the judge asked why the boy did this. He said            
that he had only recently realized his limitations as a graphic           
designer and he felt that all of his work had been done with             

only good taste in mind.  
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THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF BRANDING 
 
Three months into his prison stint, the boy killed himself. He           
had taken to indulging in large quantities of a new prison drug            
the inmates called Maxicuz, a powerful hallucinogen. In his         
visions he could see into the future, a future wherein tortellini           
and other pastas had become sentient. His visions were of an           
unthinkable future. He asked the warden and his cellmate         
Jarvis to call him Rigatoni Steve. The users of Maxicuz          
experienced what its designer and outlaw guru Shaluka        
termed “time indentured,” a feeling that you are both immune          
to the realities and constraints of time, and fully consumed          
with a desire to defeat it. Shaluka was, allegedly, infiltrating          
prisons with the drug and its surrounding rhetoric because, as          
one historian theorized, the incarcerated were far more        
willing to pay the ultimate price: their life. Rigatoni Steve was           
ready. Committing suicide was the easiest thing he had ever          
done in his entire life. He was going to a land apart from time              
and possibly not of this earth. As he traveled there he thought            
about the logos. He was trapped in a loop outside of death and             
outside of life. All he could think about were the logos and the             
bloody mess he made out of those girls’ foreheads. He didn’t           
feel sadness. He felt stuck in a system that operated on a            
single tenet, that branding is impossible. He didn’t realize that          
where he was heading was still earth and that the Year           
B55-AA42 was part of this same continuum, but he could feel           
the lack of brands in that future space. There was no Nike or             
Hellmann’s mayonnaise. That little blue bow was no longer         
information that inhabitants retained; the entire concept of        
mayo had been erased. But Unilever existed. The company         
had changed names and hands hundreds of times, but it still           

existed. Dazed, Steve burnt up in the ether.  
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YASUKE 
 
It took Shaluka many iterations and carbohydrate       
crossbreeding sessions to transform from a boy into a girl.          
She was over ⅓ croissant by the end of it, but all woman . She              
was born a Luke, or so she thought. So in choosing the name             
Shaluka she was trying to do something metaphoric: shaking         
off a Luke, or something thereabouts. Little did she know how           
many Shalukas would be born in her wake, in her honor. She            
had long since disappeared so it was easy to trick her elderly            
Uncle Milo into hiring her as head of security for Visteeg. She            
had risen the ranks of one of its archrival tech companies,           
LfZ-7j, run by the enigmatic Lob Ster (real name: Bo Lester).           
She learned so much from Colonel Lob, but no more          
important lesson than how to hack your own gender through          
carbohydrate crossbreeding sessions (Bo Lester, real name:       
“Little Bo Peep” Lester). And with her new women's intuition          
came some other perks. She figured a diet so rich in carbs was             
likely to pay off with some mild hallucinations but never in           
her wildest dreams could she have imagined summoning her         
dead father. Samuel appeared in a bowl of tomato soup, a dark            
essence in a bloodred fugue which Shaluka at first mistook as           
malevolent forces. This was in the beginning of her transition          
and self-imposed isolation, and while she never once doubted         
the words of her father as anything but the truth, she never            
realized it was actually him. Shaluka had no magic. Samuel          
was a ghost. Everything was foggy but the words, which were           
vivid and stuck like glue. The ghost of Samuel morphed over           
time into something resembling the photographs Shaluka held        
so dear. And he slowly revealed the horrors of his brother, her            
uncle. From the early days of twisted A.I. zoo manipulation to           
the secrets of Porktown, the game Milo Hyde created to          
recruit incels into his secret sect of white supremacist         
super-terrorists. Porktown was more popular than ever and        
racist attacks were on the rise. Shaluka plotted to end her evil            
uncle’s empire once and for all. After she got the job, she            
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began to court him sexually. It was difficult finding out what           
he was into. So she flew to a remote jungle to find the last of               
the remaining android elephants. The elephant she found was         
named Naws. It had long since had its black trunk chopped off            
by an angry mob. She explained the situation and the elephant           
gladly agreed to let Shaluka download its source code. Sure          
enough, hidden between the 1s and 0s was a laundry list of            
fetishes. Samuel the ghost had hinted that Milo’s deepest,         
darkest secrets may have been hidden there. [Editor’s note:         
Alas, we would love to publish these anecdotes, but as a           
matter of good taste and restraint, Weekly Books dot Net has           
decided against it.] Needless to say, she studied long and hard,           
and in a few week’s time had the knowledge and          
understanding of exactly what tickled her evil uncle’s devious         
fancy. They became lovers. It disgusted her deeply, right down          
to her core, but she was driven by a spirit at this point. The              
spirit was not her dead father, but something bigger. Samuel          
had ceased visiting her and in his place came an aura, a gaggle             
of wispy streaks. The aura was fiercely feminine and would          
drape its being over Shaluka until they were one. It felt like a             
bodysuit of wet noodles. She felt like a fish, a godly fish. As             
one, they would trip into the abyss of their collective mind.           
They would see, do and know all that came before and           
everything that was yet to come. They infected a Jeff, made           
him so dumb that he lost a mind game to an octopus. And they              
watched that Jeff become so sick of his family that he became            
an author. They were the infection, together: Shakula and this          
spirit. They did this time and time again in many different           
scenarios with many different types of folk. They infected so          
many people and also things. It was all leading up to one last             
Event. She met her uncle at the Inn of the Dove for a night of               
love-making. She was almost completely the spirit that night.         
Before she arrived at the motel, her father appeared and said,           
“Yasuke. Yasuke, no…” A magical raincloud descended low in         
cartoon fashion and began to pour boiling water on their          
heads. The ghost father shrieked. The tiny part of Shaluka left           
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inside watched as her father melted away forever. The         
scolding water only made the spirit stronger, filled with a          
tender rage, capable of anything. At the height of their passion           
later that night, Shaluka ripped Uncle Milo’s right ring finger          
off of his hand and began furiously smashing it up his nose.            
She smashed the finger in and out until the detached digit’s           
fingernail broke off and a suspicious fluid burst out the tip, up            
into Milo’s nose. She left him there, broken, bleeding and          
confused. The spirit escaped her. She felt sick. “Yasuke,” she          
thought. “Who? Why?” Shaluka returned nine months later,        
summoned by the spirit for the first time since the Event. She            
found her uncle at the Visteeg corporate headquarters,        
wheelchair-bound, staring at a TV screen. Behind him, a         
young man, who looked suspiciously like Shaluka       
pre-transition, was busy working at a computer station on the          
digital design of a 3D character with a cube for a head.            
President Jared was on the TV announcing the discovery of          
Porktown and the full, ruthless shutdown of its secret ring of           
terror. Uncle Milo’s face was fat and bloated. Shaluka looked          
deeply into his eyes but there was nothing there. She was just            
in time for the miracle. She was just in time for the birth. Her              
uncle gave birth to a tortellini. It plopped out of his left nostril             
and onto the floor, covered in a slimy substance. The tortellini           
rolled away from them and it wiggled. Only a little bit, but it             

clearly wiggled nonetheless.  
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